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HANDBOOK OF NEUROTOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS. Edited by John W. House and Alec
Fitzgerald O'Connor. New York, Marcel Dekker, Inc., 1987. 417 pp. $79.75.
The Handbook ofNeurotological Diagnosis, edited by John W. House and Alec
Fitzgerald O'Connor, is the result of a cooperative effort between clinicians and
scientists from the United States and Europewiththe proposedgoal ". . . toprovidethe
reader with broad knowledge ofthe recent developments in the rapidly advancing field
of neurotology." The field of neurotology encompasses the study of the sensorineural
aspects of the auditory and vestibular system. This comprehensive text is not for
beginning students. Rather, it is an excellent resource for advanced reading which
discusses and summarizes in an interesting style current diagnostic approaches to and
research work on selected topics in neurotology.
The introductory chapter provides a briefgeneral discussion ofneurotologic history
taking. Fromthat point thetext launches intodetailedchapters ontheevaluationofthe
hearing-impaired and the dizzy patient. Topics covered in these chapters range from
in-depth physical diagnosis to electocochleography and auditory brain stem response
audiometry. Particularly interesting and informative is thediscussion ofetiology which
is woven into the text.
Later chapters review disorders of the facial nerve in an equally comprehensive
manner. The chapters on the role of computed tomography in the evaluation of
neurotologic disease are outstanding for their clarity and practical application. The
final chapters discuss evidence for the controversial topics of immune-mediated inner
ear disorders and the genetics ofneurotologic diseases.
In all, the Handbook ofNeurotologic Diagnosis provides as much-needed synopsis
of recent trends in neurotologic diagnosis and evaluation. As such, it will serve as an
excellent reference for house staffat all levels oftraining.
JANICE D. JANAS
MedicalStudent
Yale University SchoolofMedicine
WILLIAM H. WELCH AND THE RISE OF MODERN MEDICINE. By Donald Fleming.
Baltimore, MD, The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987. 232 pp. $8.95. Paper-
bound.
Originally published in 1954, Donald Fleming's William H. Welch and the Rise of
Modern Medicine has been reprinted with a new afterword by the author. The
appearance ofthis new paperback edition is in keeping with a recent trend ofreissuing
classic works in the history ofmedicine.
At Welch's eightieth birthdaycelebration, Herbert Hoovercalled him "Ourgreatest
statesman in the field of public health." William Henry Welch (1850-1934) was
indeed the most prominent figure ofhis time in public health, and he was unquestion-
ably the prime mover in what Fleming refers to as the rise of modern medicine.
Scientific research, medical education, and medical practice were all profoundly
altered by Welch's influence.
Welch played a critical role in the establishment of the Johns Hopkins medical
school and hospital, and he was the first person seriously to explore-the possibilities of
philanthropic aid to medicine. The prestigious organizations which he headed during490 BOOK REVIEWS
his lifetime included the American Medical Association, the Board of Scientific
Directors of the Rockefeller Institute, the Executive Committee of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington, and the National Academy of Sciences. Fittingly, the last
major responsibility he assumed during his life was that of chair of the history of
medicine at Johns Hopkins.
Flemingdoes an excellentjobofintegrating his accountofWelch's personal lifewith
the virtual revolution ofmodern medicine which began around the turn ofthe century.
He skillfully sets the stage for his account ofWelch's accomplishments. He establishes
Welch's descent from a long line ofdoctors and discusses Welch's decision to pursue a
career in medicine, although his initial ambition upon graduating from Yale College in
1870 was to be a tutor in Greek. Fleming also conveys to the reader a great deal about
Welch's private life, which was not as idyllic as his public life.
Fleming's biography is not as exhaustive as Simon Flexner and James T. Flexner's
William Henry Welch and the Heroic Age ofAmerican Medicine (New York, 1941).
Its merit lies in its accessibility and in Fleming's skillful entwining ofWelch's life with
the many upheavals occurring in medicine during his lifetime. The new afterword
sheds some light on the directions which medicine has taken since Welch's death and
also includes many suggestions for additional reading.
This book represents a refreshing approach to biography, and I highly recommend it
to students ofmedicine, public health, nursing, and American history.
MITTIE KELLEHER
MedicalStudent
Yale University School ofMedicine
DEVELOPMENT AS AN EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS. Edited by Rudolf A. Raff and
Elizabeth C. Raff. New York, Alan R. Liss, Inc., 1987. 329 pp. $58.00.
Development as an Evolutionary Process is the result ofa symposium held in 1985
at the Marine Biology Laboratory (MBL) in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, and is the
eighth volume in the MBL Lectures in Biology series. The editors, Rudolf and
Elizabeth Raff, chose the articles presented in the book in order to emphasize the
experimental approaches available to studying the role of developmental processes in
evolution. Their hope is to reunite developmental and evolutionary biologists in a field
of evolutionary ontogenetics. This emphasis is a valid one in light of the growing
awareness among the scientific community ofthe power ofapproaching problems from
multiple aspects. The editors hope to move beyond the simple dictum, "ontogeny
recapitulates phylogeny," to an aggressive use of developmental study to elucidate
evolutionary processes.
The book covers a range oftopics that illustrate this new approach. Michale Katz's
discussion of the directedness of evolution in the chapter entitled "Is Evolution
Random?" combines concepts from evolution, mathematics, philosophy, and develop-
ment into a convincing argument. Other authors contribute chapters that emphasize
the variety of approaches available, such as an example of an animal model that
circumvents the irreversibility of development by using larval stages ("Evolution of a
Developmental Process: Irreversibility and Redundancy in Amphibian Metamorpho-
sis"), a discussion oftheroleofdevelopment in macroevolutionary change ("Molecular
and Developmental Correlates of Macroevolution"), and an assertion that regulatory
constraints are more important than functional ones in the formation ofmultiple gene